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Baseball's Greatest Walk-Offs and Other Crunch-Time Heroics

2020-08

when the stakes are high some players seize the moment and make themselves legends from

pitching heroics in game 7 of the world series to pennant clinching home runs some of baseball s

greatest moments are chronicled in vivid fashion here you ve got a front row seat to the action

Man's Best Friends - True Stories of the World's Most Heroic

Dogs

2012-07-27

for thousands of years men and women have known who to turn to in times of trouble a dog all

over the world dogs have risked and often lost their lives to look after the human beings they

care for their intelligence devotion and astonishing courage to help humans in distress on

countless occasions almost defies belief their stories range from roselle the labrador who led her

blind owner to safety from the carnage of the world trade centre to the legends of balto and togo

two of the huskies who traversed over 1 000 kilometres of snow and ice to bring life saving

medicine to an isolated town and swansea jack the black labrador who rescued almost 30 people

from drowning and who had a statue erected in his honour many of the dogs featured in this

book have been specially trained to help humans a task they eagerly set about regardless of the

physical risk they face as a result then there are the family pets who when danger threatens

react with total disregard for their own wellbeing caring only about one thing protecting the

humans they love

Yogi Berra

2001-06

yogi berra an american original recalls the legendary life and times of one of america s most

enduring personalities drawn from the archives of the new york daily news this book represents

the most complete collection of yogi berra materials ever published with over 150 classic

photographs yogi s hall of fame career is captured in beautiful detail including rarely seen

pictures from his early years in yankee pinstripes to his world series heroics on the great yankee

teams of the 1950s and early 1960s through his ups and downs as manager and coach of the

tradition rich yankees and the upstart mets and concluding with his life after baseball
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The 20 Greatest Moments in New York Sports History

2023-09-19

can you guess the most memorable sports moments to happen in the big apple collected

together for the first time the 20 greatest moments in new york sports history chronicles the most

memorable sporting events to be held in new york ranking them based on importance and effect

on the sport and city broken down into four parts each event will include the storyline that led up

to the moment original materials from the media coverage of the event a column from a local

journalist to lend perspective and finally first person accounts from the men and women that

made these moments happen veteran journalists todd ehrlich and gary myers dive deep into

each of these moments sharing why they are so special and the reason we still talk about them

today including original interviews and information previously unreleased the 20 greatest

moments in new york sports history is not only for the new york sports fan but anyone who

appreciates the amazing effect that baseball basketball football hockey tennis golf boxing and

numerous other sports can have on our cities and country as a whole so which event will be at

the top roger maris breaking the babe s home run record willis reed hobbling onto the count

before game seven against the lakers in the 1970 nba finals david tyree s helmet catch in super

bowl xlii mark messier s guarantee before the 1994 stanley cup tiger woods dominating on

bethpage s black course to win the 2002 us open or perhaps the bout at madison square garden

between muhammad ali and joe frazier there s only one way to find out

The 50 Greatest Players in Boston Red Sox History

2014-11-07

the boston red sox are one of the most iconic baseball teams representing not just a city or a

state but an entire region it s the only professional baseball team in new england baseball greats

such as cy young and babe ruth wore the uniform early in their careers and many other players

including ted williams wade boggs carl yastrzemski pedro martinez and johnny damon have

played with new england s beloved ball club sports historian robert w cohen has chosen the 50

best ever to play for the sox and profiles their exploits chances are you ll find your favorite player

here

Baseball's Greatest Controversies

1995
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to the uninitiated baseball is a simple sport the pitcher throws the ball the hitter tries to hit it and

the fielders try to catch it but what happens before during and after those basic actions causes

more arguments than can be found in any other sport most of these disputes are settled quickly

a few survive for generations still able to spark heated debate decades later did babe ruth call

his home run in the 1932 world series was shoeless joe jackson a victim or a perpetrator of the

black sox scandal and who really won the batting title in 1910 these and 23 other of the game s

most heated controversies are analyzed in this work the background for each of the debates is

given as well as a full discussion of the historical implications of the decisions after all disputes

have been a part of the national pastime since abner doubleday laid out the first baseball

diamond in 1839 right

Heroic Leadership

2013-07-04

heroic leadership is a celebration of our greatest heroes from legends such as mahatma gandhi

to the legions of unsung heroes who transform our world quietly behind the scenes the authors

argue that all great heroes are also great leaders the term heroic leadership is coined to describe

how heroism and leadership are intertwined and how our most cherished heroes are also our

most transforming leaders this book offers a new conceptual framework for understanding

heroism and heroic leadership drawing from theories of great leadership and heroic action ten

categories of heroism are described trending heroes transitory heroes transparent heroes

transitional heroes tragic heroes transposed heroes transitional heroes traditional heroes

transforming heroes and transcendent heroes the authors describe the lives of 100 exceptional

individuals whose accomplishments place them into one of these ten hero categories these 100

hero profiles offer supporting evidence for a new integration of theories of leadership and

theories of heroism

The Greatest Works of G. K. Chesterton

2023-12-09

good press presents to you a meticulously edited g k chesterton collection this ebook has been

designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices

content the father brown books the innocence of father brown the wisdom of father brown the

incredulity of father brown the secret of father brown the scandal of father brown the donnington

affair the mask of midas novels the napoleon of notting hill the man who was thursday the ball
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and the cross manalive the flying inn the return of don quixote short stories the club of queer

trades the man who knew too much the trees of pride tales of the long bow the poet and the

lunatics four faultless felons the paradoxes of mr pond the white pillars murder the sword of

wood poetry greybeards at play the wild knight and other poems wine water and song poems

1916 the ballad of st barbara and other verses the ballad of the white horse gloria in profundis

ubi ecclesia rotarians plays magic a fantastic comedy the turkey and the turk literary criticism a

defence of penny dreadfuls appreciations and criticisms of the works of charles dickens the

victorian age in literature charles dickens critical study hilaire belloc robert louis stevenson

historical works a short history of england the barbarism of berlin letters to an old garibaldian the

crimes of england the new jerusalem theological works heretics orthodoxy the everlasting man

the catholic church and conversion eugenics and other evils essays the defendant varied types

all things considered tremendous trifles what s wrong with the world miscellany of men divorce

versus democracy the superstition of divorce the uses of diversity fancies versus fads the outline

of sanity the thing come to think all is grist as i was saying autobiography by g k chesterton g k

chesterton a critical study by julius west

The 100 Greatest Baseball Games of the 20th Century Ranked

2000-07-10

more than 150 000 major league baseball games were played in the 20th century here are

ranked the 100 greatest the very best less than 1 10th of 1 percent of the contests they feature

brilliant individual pitching performances pitching duels remarkable individual batting

achievements team offensive explosions mind numbing comebacks multiple lead changes team

rivalries and heroics in final at bats the games are from the regular season pennant races

playoffs and the world series the inclusion of some games might be surprising but all of them

twanged or hammered the nerves of both spectators and participants

On Heroes, Hero-worship, and the Heroic in History

1842

this book reassesses the cultural and political dimensions of the irish revival s heroic ideal and

explores its implications for the construction of irish modernity by foregrounding the heroic ideal it

shows how the cultural landscape carved out by these writers is far from homogenous
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Daring and Heroic Deeds of American Women

1860

this volume collects a wide ranging sample of fresh analyses of spider man it traverses

boundaries of medium genre epistemology and discipline in essays both insightful and passionate

that move forward the study of one of the world s most beloved characters the editors have

crafted the book for fans creators and academics alike foreword by tom defalco with poetry and

an afterword by gary jackson winner of the 2009 cave canem poetry prize

Heroic Revivals from Carlyle to Yeats

2012-08-16

by the 1920s abraham lincoln had transcended the lingering controversies of the civil war to

become a secular saint honored in north and south alike for his steadfast leadership in crisis

throughout the great depression and world war ii lincoln was invoked countless times as a

reminder of america s strength and wisdom a commanding ideal against which weary citizens

could see their own hardships in perspective but as barry schwartz reveals in abraham lincoln in

the post heroic era those years represent the apogee of lincoln s prestige the decades following

world war ii brought radical changes to american culture changes that led to the diminishing of all

heroes lincoln not least among them as schwartz explains growing sympathy for the plight of

racial minorities disenchantment with the american state the lessening of patriotism in the wake

of the vietnam war and an intensifying celebration of diversity all contributed to a culture in which

neither lincoln nor any single person could be a heroic symbol for all americans paradoxically

however the very culture that made lincoln an object of indifference questioning criticism and

even ridicule was a culture of unprecedented beneficence and inclusion where racial ethnic and

religious groups treated one another more fairly and justly than ever before thus as the prestige

of the great emancipator shrank his legacy of equality continued to flourish drawing on a stunning

range of sources including films cartoons advertisements surveys shrine visitations public

commemorations and more schwartz documents the decline of lincoln s public standing asking

throughout whether there is any path back from this post heroic era can a new generation of

americans embrace again their epic past including great leaders whom they know to be flawed

as the 2009 lincoln bicentennial approaches readers will discover here a stirring reminder that

lincoln as a man still has much to say to us about our past our present and our possible futures
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Heroic Ballads

1890

the sensational sixties a time of dreams hopes revolution and sociall change at the forefront of

the decade were the nation s youth enjoying the latest fads speaking their minds and defining a

generation ever timeless archie and his friends came along for the ride exploring both the fun

and unique brand of humor as only they could journey back with us now in this eagerly

anticipated volume

Web-Spinning Heroics

2012-06-05

guaranteed to spark debate among baseball diehards with its controversial pick for 1 elliott kalb s

work is beyond excellent he thinks in story lines and uses numbers to make compelling and often

original points bob costas in the world of major league sports elliott kalb a k a mr stats is the

sultan of stats the tsar of trivia and the final word in armchair athlete disputes now hot on the

heels of his controversial bestseller who s better who s best in basketball comes a book that is

guaranteed to raise both hackles and cheers from baseball fans from coast to coast more than a

book of lists who s better who s best in baseball interweaves numbers facts and anecdotes to

offer a grand perspective on the entire history of the sport and its 100 all time greatest of the

greats including players from the negro leagues features interviews with mlb experts players and

coaches including bob costas bud selig vin scully joe buck tim mccarver johnny bench and others

argues the popular debate what means more modern training and modern medicine overall

athletics popularity or genetics

The Life of Gargantua and the Heroic Deeds of Pantagruel

1883

reprint of the original first published in 1883

The Greatest Shortstops of All Time

1992

first published in 1988 this book is a study of all blake s work in illuminated printing it traces in

particular the development of his ideas on politics religion sexuality and the imagination there are
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substantial sections on some of blake s best known works including the marriage of heaven and

hell and the songs of innocence and experience and full critical essays on the four zoas and

jerusalem the book describes the historical contexts of blake s work and sets it in relation to the

political controversies of his age as these are reflected in the writings of burke paine and mary

wollstonecraft it discusses the relationships of text and design in blake the characteristic verbal

textures and rhythms of his longer poems some influences on his thought and developing

structure of his personal myth and its relationship to other mythologies the opening chapter

discusses areas of fundamental disagreement with some of the main approaches to blake whilst

the final chapter discusses literary theory and the practice of criticism arguing for an open and

explicit involvement of personal experience and values and a more creative use of form in critical

writing

Abraham Lincoln in the Post-Heroic Era

2008-11-15

carlyle s classic exploration of heroes and heroic leadership is accompanied by essays that

reevaluate the spiritual rather than the authoritarian roots of his thought

Best of the Sixties / Book #1

2015-07-07

it s in the movies we see it s in the news we hear it s in the stories we tell every man is stirred

by the heroic from boyhood we search for heroes starting with our fathers but somewhere along

the way all our heroes disappoint us and our attempts to be a hero fair no better leaving us

confused and unsure yet the heroic longing never leaves us we want to be that heroic man but

we do not know how jesus does he is the great hero of all time and he calls men to follow him

as we follow we will quickly realize that the path is surprising he will first lead us into a place of

fear and trembling he will lead us into death it is our initiation as men into the new life of the

heroic but the death will be followed by a stunning resurrection we will find out our true names

before him and be given a heroic quest for his kingdom and most importantly we will discover the

secret of true greatness letting our lives go to serve others in the end we become most heroic in

the silence of his presence here we will feel his love as he remakes us into his heroic image

uniting us to himself
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Who's Better, Who's Best in Baseball?

2005-02-16

reproduction of the original stories of heroic deeds for boys and girls by james johonnot

Classic Heroic Ballads

2024-01-05

new authors and collections somewhere between epic historical fantasy sword and sorcery and

tolkien esque fantasy exists a thick vein of storytelling that would make robert e howard and h g

wells proud following the great success of our gothic fantasy deluxe edition short story

compilations ghosts horror science fiction murder mayhem and crime mystery we present a

compilation of savage swordplay and high magic of daring deeds and gaudy battles in a blazing

mix of classic and brand new writing with authors from the us canada and the uk classic authors

include clark ashton smith john buchan snorri sturluson homer a merritt geoffrey chaucer andrew

lang howard pyle william morris eric rücker eddison with the text of sir gawain and the green

knight and extracts from beowulf the nibelungenlied and the song of roland

Blake's Heroic Argument

2015-08-14

this study explores the work of frank mundell a late victorian author for the sunday school union

mundell focused on heroism and represented various kinds of heroic deeds and figures

regardless of gender in his books writing for educative as well as entertaining purposes he

avoided the use of didacticism and he endeavoured to combine the traditional and the modern in

the stories he chose to tell mundell s favourite format was that of the prosopography putting

together several heroic lives or incidents he was careful to dedicate each of his volumes to one

topic in particular thus distinguishing the different types of heroic deeds from one another his

writings belong to four series or collections each highlighting a specific version of heroism from

instances of the mundane performed in a familial context to extraordinary deeds he wrote about

such bold acts as those featuring in the stories of brave firemen fighting devouring flames

fearless sailors in tempestuous seas determined miners risking their lives to save their comrades

or intrepid explorers facing perils in the wide world this book analyses each of his publications

highlighting the elements belonging to his representation of heroism as a whole
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On Heroes, Hero-Worship, and the Heroic in History

2013-08-20

neil lanctot s biography of hall of fame catcher roy campanella filled with surprises is the first life

of the dodger great in decades and the most authoritative ever published born to a father of

italian descent and an african american mother campanella wanted to be a ballplayer from

childhood but was barred by color from the major leagues he dropped out of school to play

professional ball with the negro leagues washington later baltimore elite giants where he honed

his skills under hall of fame catcher biz mackey campy played eight years in the negro leagues

until the major leagues integrated ironically he and not jackie robinson might have been the

player to integrate baseball as lanctot reveals an early recruit to branch rickey s great experiment

with the brooklyn dodgers campy became the first african american catcher in the twentieth

century in the major leagues as lanctot discloses campanella and robinson pioneers of integration

had a contentious relationship largely as a result of a dispute over postseason barnstorming

campanella was a mainstay of the great dodger teams that consistently contended for pennants

in the late 1940s and 1950s he was a three time mvp an outstanding defensive catcher and a

powerful offensive threat but on a rainy january night in 1958 all that changed on his way home

from his liquor store in harlem campy lost control of his car hit a utility pole and was paralyzed

below the neck lanctot reveals how campanella s complicated personal life he would marry three

times played a role in the accident campanella would now become another sort of pioneer

learning new techniques of physical therapy under the celebrated dr howard rusk at his institute

of physical medicine and rehabilitation as he gradually recovered some limited motion

campanella inspired other athletes and physically handicapped people everywhere based on

interviews with dozens of people who knew roy campanella and diligent research into

contemporary sources campy offers a three dimensional portrait of this gifted athlete and

remarkable man whose second life after baseball would prove as illustrious and courageous as

his first

Reliques of Ancient English Poetry : Consisting of Old Heroic

Ballads, Songs, and Other Pieces of Our Earlier Poets ; Together

with Some Few of Later Date

1893

the 1944 baseball season was special to fans in st louis the first and only time that the city s two
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major league teams made it to the world series day by day the 1944 season of both the browns

and cardinals is chronicled the red birds with such stars as stan musial and mort cooper jumped

out to an early lead in the national league and were never headed the brownies had to fight their

team of aging has beens 4 f s and notorious characters finally wrested the flag from the yankees

on the final weekend of the season against the backdrop of world war ii the achievements of the

two teams galvanized st louis like no other event in the city s history

Heroic

2019-04-02

more than any other sport baseball has developed its own niche in america s culture and psyche

some researchers spend years on detailed statistical analyses of minute parts of the game while

others wax poetic about its players and plays many trace the beginnings of the civil rights

movement in part to the major leagues decision to integrate and the words and phrases of the

game for example pinch hitter and out in left field have become common in our everyday

language from aaron henry onward this book covers all of what might be called the cultural

aspects of baseball as opposed to the number rich statistical information so widely available

elsewhere biographical sketches of all hall of fame players owners executives and umpires as

well as many of the sportswriters and broadcasters who have won the spink and frick awards join

entries for teams owners commissioners and league presidents advertising agents drafts illegal

substances minor leagues oldest players perfect games retired uniform numbers superstitions

tripleheaders and youngest players are among the thousands of entries herein most entries open

with a topical quote and conclude with a brief bibliography of sources for further research the

whole work is exhaustively indexed and includes 119 photographs

Stories of Heroic Deeds for Boys and Girls

2018-09-20

a staple of television since the early years of the bbc british crime drama first crossed the atlantic

on public broadcasting stations and specialty cable channels and later through streaming

services often engaging with domestic anxieties about the government s power or lack thereof

and with larger issues of social justice like gender equality racism and homophobia it has

constantly evolved to reflect social and cultural changes while adapting u s and nordic noir

influences in a way that retains its characteristically british elements this collection examines the

continuing appeal of british crime drama from the sweeney through sherlock marcella and happy
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valley individual essays focus on male melodrama nostalgia definitions of community gender and

lgbtq representation and neoliberalism the persistence of the english murder as each chapter of

this collection reveals points to the complexity of british crime drama s engagement with social

political and cultural issues it is precisely the mix of british stereotypes coupled with a willingness

to engage with broader global social and political issues that makes british crime drama such a

successful cultural export

Heroic Fantasy Short Stories

2018-12-15

minnesota s sports history comes to life like never before in a celebration of achievements ross

bernstein has taken 55 of the greatest moments during a span of 55 years and tied them into

interviews and biographies of the athletes involved

Late-Victorian Heroic Lives in the Writings of Frank Mundell

2017-08-21

the three volume set lncs 9737 9739 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the10th international

conference on universal access in human computer interaction uahci 2016 held as part of the

10th international conference on human computerinteraction hcii 2016 in toronto on canada in

july 2016 jointly with 15other thematically similar conferences the total of 1287 papers presented

at the hcii 2016 conferences were carefully reviewed and selected from 4354 submissions the

papers included in the three uahci 2016 volumes address the following major topics novel

approaches to accessibility design for all and einclusion best practices universal access in

architecture and product design personal and collective informatics in universal access eye

tracking in universal access multimodal and natural interaction for universal access universal

access to mobile interaction virtual reality 3d and universal access intelligent and assistive

environments universal access to education and learning technologies for asd and cognitive

disabilities design for healthy aging and rehabilitation universal access to media and games and

universal access to mobility and automotive

Campy

2011-03-08

pudge marks the first biography of the hall of fame catcher whose famous home run in the 1975
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world series has been called one of the greatest moment in the history of televised sport carlton

fisk retired having played in more games and hit more home runs than any other catcher before

him a baseball superstar in the 1970s and 80s fisk was known not just for his dedication to the

sport and tremendous plays but for the respect with which he treated the game a homegrown

icon fisk rapidly became the face of one of the most storied teams in baseball the boston red sox

of the 1970s as a rookie making only 12 000 a year he became the first player to unanimously

win the american league rookie of the year award in 1972 upping both his pay grade and

national recognition fisk s game winning home run in game six of the hotly contested 1975 world

series forever immortalized him in one of the sport s most exciting televised moments fisk played

through an epic period of player owner relations including the dawn of free agency strikes and

collusions after leaving boston under controversy in 1981 he joined the chicago white sox where

he played for 12 more major league seasons solidifying his position as one of the best catchers

of all time doug wilson finalist for both the casey award and seymour medal for his previous

baseball biographies uses his own extensive research and interviews with childhood friends and

major league teammates to examine the life and career of a leader who followed a strict code

and played with fierce determination

The Best of Seasons

1995

reproduction of the original

The Cultural Encyclopedia of Baseball, 2d ed.

2016-03-25

drawing on historical documents legends archeology and literature this history describes the

disintegration of roman britain that reached a climax in the decades after the britons overthrew

constantine s government and were refused roman rule beginning with the weakening of roman

britain the author chronicles the breakdown of the empire s social political and economic order

and the re emergence of british political economic and social structure as well as a parallel

development among the germanic invaders the roles of religion disease the military the irish and

the picts during the 4th through 7th centuries are examined this study synthesizes advances in

post roman studies since leslie alcock s 1971 classic arthur s britain
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The Best Murders Are British

2020-08-12

this book is one of the deepest and most up to date treatments of the subject of sexual violence

with a focus on rape in classical myth and its reception from antiquity to our days

Heroic Spain

1910-01-01

the book contains the text of the english translation of the unique epical monument of the buryat

people abai geser the mighty written down from one of the gifted buryat story tellers manshud

imegenov by a well known expert of the buryat folklore ts jamtsarano in 1906 its published

variant abai geser khubun moscow 1995 was consulted the translation commentary and articles

are completed by ye khundaeva

55 Years 55 Heroes

2002-11

The Best Books

1895

Universal Access in Human-Computer Interaction. Methods,

Techniques, and Best Practices

2016-07-04

Pudge

2015-10-20
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Dick Merriwell's Heroic Players; Or, How the Yale Nine Won the

Championship

2023-09-05

The British Heroic Age

2017-01-26

Brill's Companion to Episodes of 'Heroic' Rape/Abduction in

Classical Antiquity and Their Reception

2022-03-16

Geser. The Вuryat heroic epic

2018-01-31
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